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Kidney for sale - ANGLAIS CPGE

â€œIf I could sell my kidney, I could get out of debt,â€� Ali Rezaei, a bankrupt 42-year-old air- conditioning installer, said in the shade of a tree across from the kidney ... 
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'Kidney for sale': Iran has a legal market for the organs, but the system doesn't always work The advertisements are scrawled in marker on brick walls and tree trunks, and affixed to telephone utility boxes, sidewalks and a road sign pointing the way to one of Iran’s leading hospitals.“Kidney for sale,” read the dozens of messages, accompanied by phone numbers and blood types, splashed along a tree-lined street opposite the Hasheminejad Kidney Center in Tehran. New ads appear almost daily. Behind each is a tale of individual woe — joblessness, debt, a family emergency — in a country beset by economic despair. “If I could sell my kidney, I could get out of debt,” Ali Rezaei, a bankrupt 42-year-old airconditioning installer, said in the shade of a tree across from the kidney hospital. “I would sell my liver too.” In fact, Iran offers people a legal way to sell their kidneys — and is the only country in the world to do so. A government foundation registers buyers and sellers, matches them up and sets a fixed price of $4,600 per organ. Since 1993, doctors in Iran have performed more than 30,000 kidney transplants this way. But the system hasn’t always worked as it’s been billed. Sellers have learned that they can cut side deals to earn up to thousands more from well-off Iranians eager to bypass the roughly yearlong wait for a transplant under the government system, or foreigners barred from the national program. In recent years, doctors have been caught attempting to perform transplants for Saudis who obtained forged Iranian IDs. Iranian authorities say their system gives poor people a relatively safe way to make some money while saving lives, keeping surgery costs low and reducing transplant waiting times in a country where, until recently, few organs were harvested from people who died. “Yes, people donate because they need money, but this is a reality all over the world,” said Nasser Simforoosh, chairman of the urology and kidney transplantation department; Instead of doing something illegal to cover their debts, like stealing or smuggling, they are saving a life first.“This is not exploitation. The end result is good for the recipient and the donor.” But some international transplant leaders point to the advertisements as evidence that commercializing organ donations preys on the neediest people — the very thing that laws in the U.S. and elsewhere banning organ sales aim to prevent.“The donors are not better off in the end,” said Gabriel Danovitch, director of the kidney transplant program at UCLA and a vocal opponent of organ sales. “When you are that hopeless, giving that person a lump of money while lowering their self-esteem at the same time doesn’t help them. It’s an act of desperation, not an act of love.” No one can say how many of the street ads are answered. But they serve as a marker of Iran’s social and economic dysfunction after years of endemic corruption, mismanagement and stifling international sanctions. Outside the official transplant system, the rumors of a kidney black market offer tantalizing hope to victims of Iran’s troubles. Most people can live healthy lives with just one of their two kidneys. But the World Health Organization and other international bodies strongly oppose the commercialization of organ sales, arguing that it exploits sellers and leads doctors to undertake risky procedures. This year, a Vatican conference on human organ trafficking called on all countries to recognize payments to organ donors “as crimes that should be condemned worldwide and legally prosecuted at the national and international level.”The Kidney Foundation of Iran, the government-run agency that administers the transplant program, said recipients pay the $4,600, which the seller receives once the operation is complete. The government pays for the surgery, and the foundation or a charitable group may contribute additional costs if the recipient is needy. The average wait for those kidneys in the United States is more than 3½ years. With nearly 100,000 Americans in line, 12 die every day, according to the United Network for Organ Sharing. Doctors who oppose kidney sales say such side payments fuel the hopes of those placing street ads. “The price is going to go higher and higher,” said Behrooz Broumand, a nephrologist and secretary of international affairs for the Iranian Society of Organ Transplantation. “Transplant commercialism is a race. As long as there is poverty, they cannot stop it.”



One 35-year-old divorcee, who asked to be identified only as Sarah because she had not told her family she was selling her kidney, said her problems began when she acted as a guarantor for a friend who had taken out a bank loan of about $6,000. Her friend defaulted, and Sarah, an employee at a private software company, had no way of repaying it on her monthly salary of $420. She got the idea to sell her kidney on the internet, after searching for ways to make quick money. She placed street ads, but twice was duped by brokers who demanded she send a few hundred dollars to arrange a sale, then disappeared. “I learned the legal way was the best way,” Sarah said. “I’m desperate,” she said. “I have to earn a living.” 840 words The Guardian, October 2017
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